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Travel Downloadable
This is an example of the “downloadable content” that I created for the Davis Lakes site. It’s 
very text heavy. To contour this, I separated everything with sections and colors. If I had the 
opportunity to use a large document settings, I could’ve added more leading and white space. 
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The first person says a word that starts with the letter 
“A”, like “apple”. The next player will then have to say 
a word that starts with the last letter of that word, 
which in this case would be “E” so they could say 
“elevator”. This keeps going until someone gives up.

One person picks a letter out of the 
alphabet. The next person in line, says a 
word that comes to mind beginning with 
the letter that was chosen. The game 
continues on to each person, and a time 
limit is set for trying to remember a word. 
Eventually each person is eliminated.

Traveling with children can sometimes 
be difficult because they can get bored 
easily. Here are a few ideas to keep 
them busy while on the road that the 
whole family can enjoy!

Follow Me

This game requires 2-10 players. As you go around 
the circle, have each player name an item that starts 
with that person’s name (if the player’s name is Paul, 
he could bring the pots and pans). Or have the item 
rhyme with the player’s name. 

One player draws a picture or shape on a piece of 
paper, but does not show it to the other players. He 
or she then describes the picture, one element at a 
time. For example, “one vertical line on the left side of 
the page.” Then, draw “a half circle across the top of the 
page,” etc. The player who comes closest to drawing 
the picture correctly gets a chance to draw a picture 
or shape, and the game starts over again.
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Dictionary Memory

Reading License Plate Game

Word Game

Pack Your Bags

Picture Game

Observe license plates on other vehicles 
and “read” what they “say”. For example, 
the plate “007-BVD” could be read as 
“James Bond’s underwear.” Vowels may be 
added to make up words. For example, 
the plate “001-RVR” could be read as 
“Number one RVer.”

Beach Party

August 2nd (balloon war and races)

August 2nd @ 5:00 pm

August 2nd from 7:00-10:00 pm

August 2nd @ 7:30 pm

August 29th @ 7:00 pm

Davis Lakes Resort

Pig Roast

Live Music Concert

Hermit Crab Race

Bingo!

All activities at the shelter
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Process
This is the blueprint I created (with Adobe Illustrator) and used (in Adobe InDesign) to create this 
downloadable. I wanted it to look fun and informative.
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